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Because of Internet popularization and development，shopping on-line is appeared 
too，So in recent years based on the Internet electronic commerce website is also 
presenting the fast development．Shopping on-line because of the time and the places 
are not limited，Commodity is very rich，and the price compare to the entity shop is 
very reasonable，thus more people are very favor of this shopping way． 
Electronic commerce is refers to uses any information and communication 
technology to carry on any form commerce and management to carries on the 
exchange of information．In the society,electronic commerce may simply consider the 
modern commercial activity is taking the Internet as the foundation．In recent years,it 
has quickly developed along with the development of Internet technique．How to 
make the efficient and credible electronic commerce project by making use of the 
up-to-date Internet programming technique has become the hot point issue within 
computer field． 
The B2C pattern is the earliest appeared in electronic commerce pattern in our 
country ． It is also considered the enterprise provides a new shopping 
environment-shopping on-line store through the Internet for the consumer．  
First,needing analysis and software design of electronic commerce trade platform 
(ECTP) are studied.Adopting the object-oriented method,applying the UML modeling 
language as a tool of System modeling requirements and software design strict 
according to the development principle normative of software engineering,and the 
system is detailed analyzed and designed. 
Then,the working principle and characteristics of instrument to use Microsoft 
Visual Studio.NET and a combination of SQL Server 
database,ASP.NET,C#,ADO.NET and other technical were theoretical basis.It 
expounded electronic commerce trade platform structural design and technology and 
methods to specifically achieve.Use SQL Server database technology to provide 
endorsement of background data for the website.It achieves a dynamic update of 















electronic commerce trade platform as a communication platform between consumer 
and business. 
Finally,procedures application of the MD5 encryption algorithm in WEB are 
studied, MD5 encryption algorithm analyzed,applications improving——MD5-APP 
put forward,dynamic password encryption achieved,and the difficulty of password 
cracked added.In addition,data display technology of ASP.NET are analyzed and 
discussed.  
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